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Over the past few years, Brookhaven accelerator physicists have
been adapting particle tracking programs in planning local storage
rings, and lately for SSC reference designs. In addition, the
Laboratory is actively considering upgrades to its AGS capabilities
aimed at higher proton intensity, polarized prot.on beams, and heavy
ion acceleration. Further activity concerns heavy ion transfer, a
proposed booster, and most recently design studies for a heavy ion
collider to join to this complex. Circumstances have thus encouraged
a search for common features among design and modeling programs and
their data, and the corresponding controls efforts among present and
tentative machines. Using a version of PATRICIA^ ' with nonlinear
forces as a vehicle, we have experimented with formal ways to describe
accelerator lattice problems to computers as well as to speed up the
calculations for large storage ring models. Code treated by
straightforward reorganization has served for SSC explorations. The
representation work has led to a relational data base centered
program, LILA"- *, which has desirable properties for dealing with the
many thousands of rapidly changing variables in tracking and other
model programs.

The mathematical basis of tracking is being refined to find a
manageable formulation that preserves the off axis position and
momentum phase space of orbiting particles over many turns in the
presence of numerous nonlinear forces. The PATRICIA and RACETRACK^ '
programs with relatively simple transfer matrices do not have this
symplectic behavior, and hence may introduce artifacts in simulated
particle tracking. The MARYLIE^ approach has shown how to express
the tracking problem properly through low orders, but gets very
complicated when higher order multipoles are included. Approaches
which synthesize an appropriate Hamiltonian are being pursued^'6',
and will be included in a future version of the MAD1 ' design programs
at CERN.

We are collaborating with CERN colleagues in a broad effort to
make the MAD programs more flexible and general for the accelerator
community. The programs wilT' respond to an agreeable input and
control language, with familiar and dynamic vocabulary, applicable to
all accelerator programs in principle. The language is to be that of
MADlBJ, with such modification as suggested by the TRANSPORT
collaboration'•'J . The generalized language and input handlers
developed for LILA apply to MAD. The MAD physics internals will be
modified for a message-object Il°l style of coding, based upon LILA
prototypes which in effect are quite flexible data base handlers and
operators. The accelerator physics parts are to work from a centrally
managed relational data base that permits an almost unlimited variety
of relations among the components of the accelerator model. The new
version will make use of interactive capabilities and displays, and be
developed on a modern workstation to make use of program development
techniques. Finally, the language and the data base services will be
acceptable to both design and control programs.
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The language and its interpreter make use of the notion of
objects, relations, and operators. Details are available in BNL
documentation^1 '. An object is anything that can take a unique name;
in the computer it is a stored collection of information about some
real life "thing". Relations are simple lists of objects. Operators
read relations, which in turn point to objects, and the objects tell
the operators how they are to be processed. Attributes are properties
of objects; parameters help to describe operators. Keyword (class)
objects show how attributes and parameters are to be contained in the
data structures of objects or operator descriptions.

The data base itself has to create, modify, or delete objects and
relations. Other duties are to find objects by name, or to link the
names of relations to their objects and data. Memory management and
directory services are included. The user drops a number of
statements describing the accelerator into a pool of memory, and the
programs treat all of the storage and association details. Normally
initialization routines will convert the input variables into forms,
such as matrices, better suited to rapid computation.

The MAD programs being aimed at Immediate LEP applications are of
obvious interest to the larger 8SC. As the newer algorithms are
verified, they will be optimized and programs will move from the
slower workstations to more suitable computing machinesc Although
largely a matter of programming technique, the formulations noted here
replace almost half of the MAD code with more general language and
data handlers, aiding expansion and further program development. The
data structuring scheme resembles that of the Xerox Smalltalk
Project *• *, but there is no correspondence between these languages.
The central idea of using a common data base mechanism over many
classes of application program is often noted as "Data Driven
Prototyping"'- * in the commercial world, with exuberant claims about
speeding up the construction of application programs.

This work has benefited through discussion and encouragement from
D. Lowenstein and R. Peierls at BNL, and F. C. Iselin and E. Keil at
CERN. Support has been provided by DOE Contract DE-ACO2-76CHOOO16.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe-
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or othenvise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.


